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G-SIGNATURE, G-DEGREE, AND SYMMETRIES OF THE 
BRANCHES OF CURVE SINGULARITIES 
$0. INTRODCfflON 
GIVEN a germ/: k”+ ’ ,O -+ k”, 0, there are now a number of formulas for counting in various 
ways the number of branches of the curve defined by j: In the case of complex curve 
singularities the original formula of Milnor [ 171 for plane curve singularities P = 2S -r + I 
has been generalized by Buchweitz-Greuel 133 to general curve singularities. In the case of 
k = [w. thcrc is the original formula discovered by Aoki. Fukuda, and Nishimura [I], who 
showed that the number of real branches can bc computed as the degree of an associated 
mapping. which, in turn, can be computed algebraically as a signature by the formula of 
Eisenbud Levine [93. This has rcccntly been extended by Montaldi and van Stratcn [IS] so 
that it applies to more gcncral real curve singularities. In the weighted homogeneous case it 
can be replaced by a much simpler formula involving the signature on the Jacobian algebra 
of the curve singularity [4]. This formula also has an analogue for complex curves 143. 
Often there is a finite group of symmetries G acting on the branches of a curve 
singularity. There are a number of situations when it is desirable to capture this additional 
structure. These range from the general mathematical goal of understanding the Galois- 
type symmetries acting on the branches ofcurves to more concrete questions which occur in 
bifurcation theory where one hopes to determine the isotropy groups for the various 
branches which occur [IO] and in equivariant morsitications where there is a group action 
on the branches of critical points. Related to these is the problem of how one should define 
an equivariant local degree for equivariant finite map germs and how it can be computed. 
Much of this symmetry information is contained in the prrmurution rrpresrntution of G 
on a set B of branches, points, etc. This representation is defined on the vector space V,, with 
basis eb for bg B, with the action induced by that of G on B, i.e. g.e, = e,.,. We denote the 
character of this representation by xP. For complex representations, V,, is determined by xP. 
To describe the permutation representation of G on the branches it is sufficient to give a 
formula for xP. 
In this paper we shall give several such formulas which generalize the above results to 
include the finite symmetry group G. As a consequence of these results, we are Icd to a 
definition of the G-degree for a G-equivariant finite map germ; and we prove a gcn- 
eralization of the Eisenbud Lcvinc formula for the G-degree 
Also, we deduce as direct consequences of thcsc results the number of G-orbits in B, and 
in [7] the symmetry representations on branches for G-equivariant bifurcation problems 
and on branches of critical points in G-equivariant real Morsifications. 
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Just as a signature was a key element in each of the formulas for real curves referred to 
above. here the key element will be the G-signature. Given a representation of G on a finite 
dimensional real vector space C’and a symmetric bilinear form cp on C’which is G-invariant, 
i.e. cp(y . I’. y. w) = cp(~‘. ~‘1. then the G-signature of o, denoted sig,(cp). is a virtual character 
for the group G. It equals x+ - x_, where x* denote the characters of the maximal G- 
invariant subspaces on which cp is positive (respectively negative)-definite. This is a well- 
defined invariant of the G-invariant form cp ($1). 
Unfortunately. with this definition the natural analogues of the above results often do 
not hold. As pointed out to the author by James !vlontaldi. they fail already for the curve 
defined by the function/(.x, _r) = .x-y, which is invariant under the action of Z,‘4Z generated 
by rotation by n;‘2 (see example I). Instead. the correct versions of the above results involve 
the representation VP but over a field of characteristic 2 (in certain key cases we are still able 
to deduce the representation in characteristic 0). The important invariant of such a 
representation is its modular character, which is denoted by lP for this representation. This 
is a C-valued character, which is just the regular character of 1; restricted to the elements of 
G of odd order. Likewise. for the G-signature we let xt denote the modular characters of the 
representations. When we refer to the regular complex characters and representations we 
denote them by xpc., ‘.lpc. etc. 
Then. the main results are as follows. 
(I) For G-invariant real curve singularities we compute xP in terms of an appropriate G- 
signature in the cast of (i) G-equivariant f: Iw”” , 0 + R”. 0 (theorem I generalizing [ IJ). 
(ii) weighted homogcncous GOrenStcin curve singularities (X, 0) c ([Wm. 0) and semi- 
weighted homogcncous fi R” ’ ‘, 0 -+ R”. 0 (Theorems 2 and 4 with the G-signature of the 
multiplication pairing on the middle weight parts of the Jacobian ulgcbras). and (iii) a G- 
equivariant version of [IX] for general curve singularities (S, 0) c (W”. 0) (Theorem 3). 
(2) In the case that either G has odd order or the pairing on the middle weight part of 
the Jacobian algebra in (ii) is positive definite we obtain a formula for the permutation 
rcproscntation C’P(. (Corollaries I and 2 and Theorem 5). 
(3) In the case of complex semi-weighted homogeneous curves or wcightcd homogen- 
eous Gorenstein curves, we can always explicitly determine V,( in terms of the repressnta- 
tion on the middle weight part of the Jacobian algebra (Theorem 6). 
(4) We dcfinc a local G-degree and prove an equivariant version of the Eisenbud Levine 
formula (Theorem 7). 
(5) In [7] we gcneraliLc [Z] by using the above results to associate to equivariant 
bifurcations and equivariant morsifications three modular characters which measure re- 
spectively: (i) the total representation of G on the branches; (ii) the difference of the 
representations of G on the half branches with i. c 0 and il > 0, for i. the bifurcation or 
morsification parameter; and (iii) the difference of the representations of G on the half 
branches where the orientation is preserved or reversed. Together they provide considerable 
information about the bifurcation structure. 
51. G-SI<;NATURE AND SYMMETRY REPRESENTATION ON CURVES 
At the heart of all of the results for real curves is the G-signature. Its definition is based 
on the following proposition (which is valid for compact Lie groups as well as finite groups). 
PROPOSITION I. I. Given u representution of G on a finite dinwnsional red rector space V 
and u symnwfric hilinearjimv cp on V which is G-inruriunt, i.e. cp( q * I’. .(I - w) = cp(c, w) for all 
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c. WE kP and YE G, then there is a decomposition into G-inrariunt subspaces 
I’= r; @ I., @ LV_ 
where K0 is the kernel o/q. i.e. V0 = {I.E I’: ~(r, H.) = Ofor all H’ E 2’). and cp is positive dejinite 
on P’, and neyatire definite on I’_. Furthermore. CL. I’,, and C’_ are unique up to 
isomorphism as G-representations. 
Thus, we define 
Dejnition 1.2. The G-siynuture qf’cp, denoted sig,(q), = x+ - x_. where xi denote the 
modular characters for the representations 2,. If cp is fixed in the discussion we may also 
denote it by sig,( I?. If we let xf denote the characters for the complex representation, then 
we have the churucteristic 0 C-siyntrturc denoted by sig, (i(f‘). 
Remark. As pointed out to the author by James hlontaldi, Gusein-Zade [I33 has 
applied the G-signature to the pairing on the Milnor fiber of a germ f to define an 
equivariant index for grad(/) (see also $2). 
In the results that follow, we describe the permutation rcprcsentation on the branches B. 
We emphasize here to avoid possible confusion. that for us a real branch really consists of 
two half branches in the sense used in [IS] so that, for example. the curve x2 - y3 = 0 has 
one real branch at the origin (and 2 half-branches). If WC consider instead the permutation 
representation on the set of half branches, then we obtain a rcprcscntation C&, with modular 
character xhp. Ry the properties of modular rcprcscntations (see Lemma 4.5). it follows that 
x,,,, = 2.~~: hence, a formula for x,, yields one for xk,,. 
We suppose that (X, 0) c (Rm, 0) is a real curve singularity dcfincd by an analytic germ 
,/:R”,O + Rk,O so that X =/-‘(0) is reduced. WC dcnotc the ideal generated by the 
coordinate functions/; of/by I(/). By X bring incktrnt under afinite yroup G we mean that 
there is a representation of G on R” and the ideal I(/) is invariant under the action of G. For 
example, if / is a G-equivariant germ (for some action of G on Rk) then X =/-l(O) is 
invariant under the action of G. Note that in the case .f dctincs an isolated complete 
intersection curve singularity, by finite dcterminacy results WC‘ may replace /‘by a poly- 
nomial germ. Hence, in this case we may state results for smooth germs. 
The first result extends the result of Aoki, Fukuda. and Nishimura [I] to the G- 
equivariant case. Given a representation of G on R”- ‘, we extend it to R” by letting G act 
trivially on the last factor. Letj Iw”, 0 + R*- *, 0 be a G-equivariant smooth germ defining 
an isolated complete intersection curve singularity X =/-‘(0). Also let h be a G-invariant 
positive-definite quadratic form on R” and define h’ = (J h): W”, 0 -+ Iw”, 0 which has 
Jacobian Jac(h’). We define F = (/; Jac(h’)): R”. 0 -. R”. 0, and suppose that F is a finite 
map germ. Then F has local algebra Q(F) = &,/f(F). where 8, denotes the algebra of 
smooth germs on R”,O. Because the G-action on the last factor of W” is the trivial 
representation, h’ is G-cquivariant and Jac(h’) is G-invariant. Hence, Jac(F) and I(F) are 
invariant. Thus, we may choose a G-invariant linear map $I: Q(F) -, 58 with tj(Jac(F)) > 0. 
Then. by local duality, the multiplication pairing on Q(F) defined by cp(a, b) = $(a-b) is 
nonsingular and by construction, G-invariant. 
The modular character of the permutation representation can be described by the G- 
signature sig,(Q(F)). 
THEOREM I. For the G-equirariunt germ/: W”, 0 -+ [Wm-‘, 0 described ahore, 
xp = skAQ(F)). (1) 
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Second. we consider the case of weighted homogeneous Gorenstein curve singularities. 
For a real analytic curve germ (-Y. 0) we have the corresponding complex curve (X,, 0); and 
if (Xc. 0) is Gorenstein we will say (.U, 0) is real Gorenstein. These include isolated complete 
intersection singularities. Wahl has defined a Jacobian algebra j(X) for arbitrary weighted 
homogeneous complex curve singularities tX, 0) which are Gorenstein. and proved quite 
generally that the 9C.U) is O-dimensional Gorenstein [22] (also see [163). This means 
there is a linear functional II/: y(X) -, R such that the bilinear multiplication pairing 
j(S) x j(S) -. R given by (g. II)++ I(/(y*h) is nonsingular. If X is invariant under the 
action of G and G preserves the weights on R”, then there is an induced action on g(X) 
which preserves weights and for which the multiplication pairing is G-invariant (see $7). 
Furthermore, by the discussion in [22], there is a middle weight s for f(X) so that 2s is the 
maximal nonzero weight in y(X). Since the multiplication pairing is additive on weights, it 
restricts to a nonsingular pairing on y(X),. which denotes the subspace generated by the 
terms of weight = s. Also, the pairing dually pairs the subspaces g(X),, and f(X),,; 
hence. sig(;(.f(.Y)) = sigc;(,f(X),). 
THEOREM 2. Lrt (X, 0) c ([Wm. 0) he a weighred homoycneous curtv sinyuluriry which is 
Gorsnstcin, r&cd, und inruriunt undr*r the uction of G. Then. 
x, = sk,Af(X)) + 1 = sigJ,Y(XM + I. (3 
Both of thcsc thcoroms are proven using a G-invariant extension of the result of 
Montaldi van Stratcn [I H]. Let a be a real G-invariant mcromorphic one-form on R” 
which dots not vanish on any branch of Xc. Given such an z there is a way to assign an 
orientation to each half branch by saying that it is outward pointing relative to a if 0, the 
outward pointing tangential vector field to the branch. satisfies 0 J cz > 0. Otherwise. we say 
it is inward pointing. We divide the branches into three types: B, consisting of those 
branches with both half branches outward pointing, B- with both half branches inward 
pointing, and B, consisting of mixed type. Because x is G-invariant, G preserves each of 
these sets. Thus, there arc permutation representations for each of them. We denote them by 
f’i and C;, with modular characters I’* and I),,,. We dcfinc the virtual permutation 
character xeP to be I) + - /j _ . Note that I),,, is not used in the definition so that a considerable 
amount of information is lost in xcP. However, by a careful choice of a this can be avoided. If 
we had considered instead the permutation representation on the half-branches then we 
would have obtained representations Vi with modular characters pi and virtual character 
Xhry = i)‘+ - p’_ . Again, Xhrp = 2. xLp; hence, a formula for xhp yields one for xhvp. 
Given z there are defined ramification modules R: together with nonsingular pairings 
I+$,’ on the spaces R: [ 181. If Q is G-invariant then it can be shown that these pairings are G- 
invariant; thus, G-signatures are defined. Then, xrp can be computed by the following 
extension of [ 181. 
THEOREM 3. lf (X. 0) c (Iwm, 0) is a rrduced G-inrariant curce singduriry and a is G- 
inruriunf thrn 
X ,.p = skA$x+ ) + Gk($; 1. (3) 
An especially simple form of the above results can be given in the case of a G-equivariant 
smooth germ/i R” ’ ‘, 0 + R”, 0 which is semi-weighted homogeneous. This means that with 
rcspcct to a set of weights wt(xi) = ai (which are prescrvcd by G) the initial part of J 
in(/) =jO dcfincd by the lowest weight terms in each coordinate, defines an (algebra- 
ically) isolated singularity. Then. recall that for such an IO, the Jacobian algebra is 
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defined by /(f,) = 8, + , /J(f,), where J(f,) denotes the Jacobian ideal generated by 
the coordinate functionsf,, ofjo, together with the n x n minors of the n x n + 1 matrix 
(?fO,./S.xj). For the weighted homogeneous germ fO. we let d, = wt(fo,) and u, = wt(.Xi) as 
II-1 
earlier. Let s = 1 d, - i a,. Then by the discussion in [22], s is the middle weight 
in %Clbb 
j=l i=I 
For such germs, Theorem 2 above together with the topological determinancy Theorem 
2 of [S] or Theorem 1 of [6] yields the following. 
THEOREM 4. Letf: jWn+l, 0 -+ W”. 0 be a G-eyuirariant semi-weighted homogvnrous germ 
with initial part fO. Then, 
xP = sk,(Y(/b),) + 1. (4) 
Note. There is an ambiguity in the computation of the signature of the multiplication 
pairing until we have explicitly specified the linear functional $. However, this affects at 
most the sign of sig,. Because xp is the modular character of a representation, so also is 
sigc(%(fO)) + 1. In particular, xp(lc) 2 0; hence, if Isigc(,j(fb))(lc)l # 1 then the correct 
choice of $ will require sigG(/(jO))( IG) to be nonnegative. If Isigc(f(jO))( I,)1 = I, then the 
number of real branches is either 0 or 2 and the specification of $ determines which is 
correct. However, additional information may still allow us to avoid this. For example, if 
there is known to be one branch then there must be exactly two. so sigC;(f(jO))( I,) = 1. 
In allfurthrr re.su1t.s. when reftgrring to fht* pairing being positive dtifinire we as.sume that the 
puiriny bus been corrccrly chasm us drscrihrd ahorv. 
We first deduce some consequences of the above results. There will be analogous results 
for each cast so WC will concentrate on the simplest case as in Theorem 4. 
I]’ G has odd ordcv, xP determines the complex rrpresentation VP,: (see $4). Then, 
propcrtics of the G-signature allow us to deduce C’,,: (even if G does not have odd order but 
If c G dots. then we can restrict consideration to Ii and determine VPc as a representation 
of If). 
COROLLARY I. For / semi-wrighrrd homogtvuvn~.s und G-eyuivuriunl (us uhotv) und C of 
odd order, thrrr is u drcomposirion 04’ G-inruriunr suh.spuce.s 
f(f;), = W@ u, @ u2 
where (i) cp 1 bY is posilil’r-drfi,lirtJ. (ii) cpJ Ui = 0. (iii) W is orrhogonul to 
(iv) U, und U, urc duully paired by cp, such thul. wilh C drnofing the [riviul 
und U; = W Bn 43, there is an i.somorphi.sm of G-.spucv.s 
U,@U, und 
represmtu~ion 
Furthermore, as with any permutation representation. we can express the number of G- 
orbits in B. For a G-representation P’, we Ict P denote the subspace of elements invariant 
under the G-action; and we Ict sig( ) denote the usual signature. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose lhul f is semi-weighted homogeneous and G-eyuirariant (as ubore). 
Then 
(I) the number of branches in E = sig(j(jb),) + I s dim,(,f(f,),) + 1 
(2) rf G has odd order then rhe number of G-orbits in B = sig(j(f,)f) + 1 
5 dimR(B(fo)?) + I. 
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We next consider a second imporrunr special case when C’, can be determined for 
arbitrary finite G. For a real Gorenstein curve X there is an induced action of G on 
L=w xI~~~x.w,~, where wg denotes the module of dualizing differentials. We denote the 
character by x0. We also let the character for the action of G on y(X), be denoted by x,. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose thut f is semi-neiyhted homoyeneous and G-eyuirurianf (as above) 
and that the multiplication puiriny on ,p(f,), is positive definite, then 
(1) I>, 1 C @ (L @ ,/(I, )Se ) us compk.\: G-representations 
(2) xpc = 1 + X”‘%/. 
(3) Hence, ifx, = 1 then the numhcr c$G-orhits in B = dimR($(/b)P) + 1. 
As opposed to the real case. for the case of complex weighted homogeneous curves. we 
can always explicitly determine I’,, . 
THEOREM 6. Lerf: C”“. 0 -+ 43”. 0 he a G-eyukariunt semi-weiyhtrd homoyeneous germ 
with initial part J,. Here G is un~$nite yroup. Then, 
Likewise ( I ) und (2) ure ruliJji)r \vri~qhr& Ilo?nogc~ncorts reduced Gorenstein curve sinyulurifies 
(repluciny ,f (/;I hy ,f (X )). 
Suppose that WC are given a rcprcscntation of a finite group G on R” and that $ 
R”, 0 + R”, 0 is a finite map germ which is G-equivariant. If we ignore the group G, then/ 
has a local dcgrcc which can bc computed by the Eiscnbud Lcvinc formula. Here WC shall 
dcfinc a G-dcgrec forjand prove an analogous formula for it. 
To see what the local G-degree should be, we consider YE R”. It has an isotropy 
subgroup G,, which is the isotropy subgroup for the l-dimensional subspace L spanned 
by y. If y is a regular value for/‘thcn/-‘(y) is a finite set of points on which G, acts. We 
would like to incorporate all of these actions into the G-dcgrce. 
Let W denote the orthogonal subspace to L under a G, invariant inner product. Then, 
projecting orthogonally onto L and W allows us to writef= (/;./‘) with/,: R” 4 L G,- 
invariant and /‘: R” -+ W G,-cquivariant. 
We suppose that y is reyulur in rhe strony sense that /’ defines an isolated complete 
intersection curve singularity at 0 without branches in W(in the analytic case, it is sufficient 
Fig. I 
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thatf’l M’also be a finite map germ and the line (y) not belong to the discriminant of the 
compiexification of/). Then, instead of assigning orientations to points x E/- t(y). we assign 
them to the half branches off’- ‘(0) = / - ‘(15). If (.x1, x’) denote coordinates for L $ U’with 
the same orientation as that chosen for R”. then the orientation is given by the one-form 
z =f;w where w = det(d,,f’)-‘-d-x,. In concrete terms. the orientation is given by 
sign(.r, -f, -det(d,._f’)). which requires that we multiply sign(det(d,.f’)) by f I depending 
on whether or not the point (x , , x’) is on the same side of W’ as its image. 
For such a strongly regular value we can divide up the branches into G,-invariant sets 
B t, B _. and B,. Then, as in Theorem 3 we have the permutation representations I’* and 
1; with modular characters p* and pm. We define the virtual permutation character xv to be 
P+ - p_. It is a virtual modular character for G,. We likewise have the permutation 
representation on the half-branches 1’; with modular characters y; and virtual permut- 
ation character xikY = p’+ - p’- . Again by Lemma 4.5, I,,,, = 2 * ,yr so a formula for xv yields 
one for xLr. 
lkjinifion 2.1. The G-dtpyreu .fi)r / is defined to be a virtual modular character for G. 
denoted deg(;(S), such that for any strongly regular value y 
xr = res~~,.(degJ/)). 
flcrc rcs,, dcnotcs the restriction of a virtual modular G-character to a subgroup II. 
With this definition. there is a natural extension of the Eiscnbud -Lcvinc result to the 
G-dcgrce. 
TIIIX)RI:M 7. I/‘ /:W”.O + UP.0 is u finite mup germ which is G-eyuiruriunf with lr~ul 
ulyehru Q( /) fhrn 
deg,;(/) = skAQ(/)). 
Hemurk. Gusein-Zade defined an index for equivariant gradient vector fields and 
related it to the action of G on the critical points of a Morsilication offi In [I43 he shows 
that the complex G-signature gives an equivariant degree provided one works on the 
quotient space of the group action and also takes into account the points for the mapping 
on the quotient spaces which do not appear in the original mapping. 
Although our original motivation for defining the equivariant degree was to determine 
the representation of G, on/‘- ‘(y); in fact, the theorem shows that the natural object to look 
at is/-‘(y.y’) where y. y’~ L are regular in the strong sense and lie on opposite sides of 0 
(both sufficiently small). 
Let G, have odd order. Then, we can count the virfuuf number of G,-orhirs in/ - ’ ( y. y’} 
= the G,-orbits of/- ’ { y, y’) counted with a sign of + I corresponding to the orientation 
of the half branches associated to the points. 
COROLLARY 3. M’irh/us in Theorem 7 and G, ofodd o&r. the rictuuf numhcr o/G,-orhits 
in/-I(,; f) = 2.sig(Q(j)“y). 
If f is weighted homogeneous (with G preserving weights) then WC have analogues of 
Corollaries 1 and 2. This time let s = (1/2)*(Cd, - cu,); if s is not an integer then 
QUA = 0 
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COROLLARY 4. With f as in Theorem 7 and weiyhted homoyenuous, 
(9 dsdf) = sMQ(fM 
(ii) ifG, has odd order then the cirtucll number ofG,-orbits in f - ' ( y, y') = 2 * sig(Q( f )fy). 
53. EXAMPLES 
We begin with two simple examples illustrating the role of modular characters. 
Example 3.1. (James Montaldi) Let the action of iZ/42 on R’ be generated by r. the 
rotation by n/2. The function f (x, y) = x-y defines a curve singularity with 2 branches, 
which is invariant under the action of Z,‘4Z. Then, c’ PC 5 C @ 43’ where h/4Z acts trivially 
on C and by r*u = - u on C’. However, Z/4H acts trivially on y(f) @ C z C so 
1 + sig,,,(/(f )) = 2 (the constant character) # xPc. 
However. over the field F, consisting of 2 elements, although VP is indecomposable, it 
has a composition series with 2 trivial factors so xP = 2. Also, in this case, the multiplication 
pairing is positive definite on f(f). Hence, we may apply Theorem 5; f. is generated by 
d.x/x = - dy/y on which Z/42 acts exactly as on C’. Thus, VPc 1: (C @(I!. boy). 
This is more dramatically illustrated with the next example. 
E.xampk 3.2. Let G = Z/22 @ Z/22 act on R’ by a(.~, y) = (y. X) and T(.K. y) = ( - x, 
- p). Then. the germ f(.v. y) = x5 - y5 dctincs a curve invariant under G with one real 
branch given by x = y; hence xP = I. The middle weight part of the Jacobian algebra is 
,fl( f ), spanned by .Y’, .x2y. sy2, y’. If wc compose the character of the nontrivial rcpresenta- 
tion of Z/21! on R with the projections of G onto the first and second factors we obtain 
characters 1(1 and cp. Then, I + sig,.,(J( f )J is computed to be I + 2. cp - 2 * cp * I) # x,,,: 
(recall sip,., is the ordinary virtual character). Howcvcr. the one-dimensional represcnta- 
tions of Z/22 have modular characters = I so sig,;(J(j‘),) = 0 and we again have equality 
of modular characters. 
If WC instead view f as defining a curve in C ‘, then L is generated by dx/5y* = dy/5.? on 
which G acts by the identity by cr and by multiplication by - I by T. Then, x,, = cp and 
xY = 2 - cp + 2 - cp - 1(1; hence I + xw * x, = 3 + 2$. The action of G on the 5 branches b, 
detined by y = {/, - x is given by r(b,) = b, and a(hj) = b, _ j so that xPc = 3 + 2$ as claimed. 
Exuntple 3.3. Let the symmetric group 5, act on E = {(x,, . . . , X~)E W’: xx, = 0) by 
the restriction of the usual action on RJ. With respect to the basis ei - ei +, , i = I to 3, we 
have the generic S.,-cquivariant bifurcation germ 
f(x,. . . . , .x4. %) = (x: - x: - i.(x, - x2), . . . 3 .'(J 2 - .x2 - A(.u, - ,x4)) 
where the coordinate functions are restricted to E x R. If we replace _z, = xi + l/211, then 
f-‘(O) is given by the zero set off, : Iw’ 4 R4 
f,(=,. . . . ,z,,i.)=($-;:,zi--’ ‘--z:,C~~-Z~.). ‘J’ -‘j 
If we assign weights wt(z,) = I and wt(j.) = I then f, is weighted homogeneous, and the 
Jacobian algebra has middle weight = 3-2 + I - 5 = 2. 
The Jacobian ideal has generators in weight 2 given by the coordinate functions of fl. 
Thus, a set of generators for j(fi)2 is given by the set of seven monomials (2:. ZiZj i #i}. 
The Jacobian ideal also contains the four monomials zizjzk, i #j # k; hence 2: = zf and 
22- 4' 
zi z, = zk m f( f,) while the product of any two distinct monomials in the set is zero in 
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fl(f,). Thus, the multiplication pairing is positive-definite on $(f,), (using +:%(f, ) -+ W 
with $($) = 1 and vanishing on lower weight terms). Thus, by Corollary 2. there are 8 
branches. 
In this case Theorem 5 applies. A generator for L is given by di,‘det(d,/) = di./8a, with 
6) denoting the elementary symmetric function of degree 3. This is invariant under the 
action of S.,. Hence. 
‘.pc = c Q,Y(_f):c. 
Now c: generates a trivial one dimensional representation while the 6 dimensional space 
spanned by {cir,. i # ji splits into a sum of 1. 2 and 3-dimensional representations 
generated over S., by Crizj, respectively 2(z,:, + Z$*) - (z,:, + r*z* + :2z3 + z2:4), 
respectively (z,cr + zrz, + rrr*) - (- _2:, + z2z., + zJz.,). We use this to determine the S,- 
orbit structure. One &-orbit is the I-axis. Because the &-action on E is irreducible. all other 
orbits must consist of more than one branch and contribute a single one-dimensional trivial 
representation to the permutation representation V,,c. The trivial part of VK has dimension 
3; thus. there are three orbits. The second orbit consists of 3 branches with permutation 
representation given by the sum of the 2-dimensional representation and a trivial one; while 
the third has 4 branches and is given by the sum of the 3-dimensional representation and a 
trivia) one. 
We can also deduce this by Theorem 4 using modular characters; sigs,(,f(/,)2) equals 
the modular character of S, acting on ,Y(/, )l. The irrcduciblc modular characters of S, arc 
given by their values on the conjugacy classes of odd order: 
l (crh.) 
-l---- 
I I I 
‘PI 2 -I 
The modular characters for the three irreducible representations are given by 
restrictions of the ordinary characters to the conjugacy classes of I, and (ahc). They 
the 
are 
1, cp,. and I + ‘pI. Thus, 1 + sig.s,(,p(/;)2) = 4 + 2-q,. Arguing as above, there are at 
most 4 orbits. The possible orbit sizes are either I, 2. 2. 3 or 1. 3.4. However, the first would 
have modular character 6 + cp,. Thus, there are three orbits. The second consists of 3 
branches with permutation representation given by the sum of the 2-dimensional repres- 
entation and a trivial one; while the third has 4 branches and is given by the sum of the 3- 
dimensional representation and a trivial one. Thus, the permutation representation V,,c of 
S, on the branches of fi is isomorphic to C @ %(j, )?c as was also seen by applying 
Theorem 5. 
44. MODL’LAR REPRESENTATIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 
Most of our results are stated in terms of modular characters in characteristic 2. Because 
their properties differ somewhat from those of ordinary characters, we recall some of their 
key properties. For further details see e.g. [8] or [20]. 
We let k be a field of characteristic 2 (which contains the subfield F, consisting of 2 
elements). We consider finite dimensional vector spaces V over k and representations 
G -* GL( V) of a finite group G. Such representations do not behave as nicely as ones in 
characteristic 0; for example, they need not be completely reducible. If Y = F, (el, e2 ) and 
G = Z/2?? acts by permuting e, and e2 then V, = F2(e, + el) is an invariant subspace 
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without a Z.‘2Z-invariant complement. Also, V1 and I; = V/ V, are trivial one-dimensional 
representations of B,,ZZ but V is not trivial. However, a G-representation V over k does 
have a composition series VP = Cb 2 I’, 2 . . . 3 I; = 0 such that Cl = II/ &+, are irreduc- 
ible G-representations. By the Jordan-Holder theorem, the irreducible constituents and 
their multiplicities (up to isomorphism) are uniquely determined by V and independent of 
the composition series. As seen above the converse does not hold. Consequently, two 
modular representations V and I” are said to be equiralenr if they have the same irreducible 
constituents appearing with the same multiplicities. The irreducible. constituents and their 
multiplicities contain considerable information about I’ but not all. We next see that 
modular characters describe just how much they do contain, 
It is natural to first define characters for representations in characteristic 2 just as in 
characteristic 0 as traces of images in GL( V). We refer to these as Frobenius characters of 
the modular representations. Here V is a vector space over a field k. We suppose that k is a 
finite field of characteristic 2 such that if d = lGl is the order of G then X* - I completely 
splits in k. Then. there is the basic result concerning Frobenius characters in this situation. 
Let G” denote the elements of G of odd order. It is a union of y conjugacy classes {C,, . . . , 
C,) = C”. Then. the irreducible representations are still determined by their Frobenius 
characters and the conjugacy classes in c”. 
TIIFORFM 4. I. (i) The numhcr oJ’ irreducihlc represt~ntotions o/ G ot’er k = y. (ii) The 
Frohenius churucter.s of these repre.sentc1tion.s ore lineurly independent us cluss functions 
C” -a k so IWO irreducible G-representutions over k ure eyuidcnt #’ they hcrrle the sumc 
Fr0heniir.s churuclers. 
(9~’ c.g. [8] Corollary 4 of Theorem 2.3 and the note preceding Thcorcm 3.6.) 
Iiowcvcr. bccausc Frobenius characters take their values in a characteristic 2 field. they 
arc unsatisfactory for studying reducible rcprcsentations. To say more it is necessary to 
introduce modular (or Braucr) characters. 
Dqjinifion. A virtual modular character for G in characteristic 2 is a function x: G” + C 
which is constant on conjugacy classes. 
To describe the relation between modular representations and characteristic 0 repres- 
entations, we first indicate how a modular representation can be associated to a character- 
istic 0 representation. 
Let dsZ denote the 2-adic field and let K be a finite extension of Q1 in which X* - 1 
splits. Second, we let C be a primitive d-th root of unity and let Q(c) denote the field 
extension of the rationals by C. We may identify Q(C) with a subfield of K. We fix one such 
identification. If R c K denotes the ring of algebraic integers in K. then Z c R and R is a 
local ring with maximal ideal PM c R. Then, k = R/MR is a f-mite field of characteristic 2 in 
which X* - 1 splits. Given a characteristic zero representation Wof G. then by a theorem of 
Brauer. this representation W may be realized over Q(C) (i.e. with matrix coelhcients in 
Q(i)). Viewing Q(i) c K, then W is further equivalent to a representation with entries in R 
(see e.g. Theorem of Burnside [S, Theorem 3.31). Finally reducing mod MI * R we obtain a 
representation @ of G over k of the same dimension. Although I@ is not uniquely 
determined by W, its Frobenius character is. 
Remark. If the characteristic 0 representation is defined over the integers, e.g. permut- 
ation representations. then the modular rcprescntation is just obtained by reducing the 
coeflicients mod 2. 
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In general one cannot construct a UV beginning with 6’. However, one can construct a 
modular character. If y E G ‘, let H = (y). then c as an H-representation does uniquely lift 
to a representation over K. Furthermore, if ( = order(y). then the eigenvalues of y in K are 
(-th roots of unity (and /Id) so we can define rr(y)~Q(i). The association gt,rr(g)EQ(;) 
yields a well-defined function X: G’ -+ Q( ;) c C which is constant on conjugacy classes. It is 
the modular character o/ @. We state several important facts about modular characters. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Brauer-Nesbit). Lrr cp:G -+ GL( U) and I): G + GL( L’) be G-represenra- 
tions orer k with modulur churucters p and CJ. Then, the folloniny are equivalent: 
(i) p = 0 
(ii) for all g E G”, q(y) and $(y) hove the same charucterisric polynomials. 
(iii) lJ and k’ hare the same composition fictors occurring with the same multiplicities. 
The basic relation between modular characters and characters for representations in 
characteristic 0 is given by: 
(4.3) If we begin with a characteristic 0 representation wand form @then the modular 
character of p = character of W restricted to G’. 
We next consider two examples which arc basic for the situation we consider. 
ExtJmplc 4.4. Let B be a finite set on which the group G acts. We suppose that B 
represents a set of “oricntcd branches” (hi] in the sense that: 
(i) there is a set of half branches E’ = (hi,, h,, ). and a map 6: B’ -+ B which associates a 
branch hi to each pair of half-branches hi,, h12. and 
(ii) these half-branches have signs attached, so that thcrc is an action of G on B’ which 
prcscrvcs signs and commutcs with 6. 
We may dccomposc B = B + u B _ u B, whcrc B f consists of branches for which both 
half-branches are positive or negative and L1, consists of branches with one positive and one 
negative half branch. Also. B’ = B’, u u’_ . The action of G preserves these decompositions 
and we have permutation representations corresponding to the sets B,. B,. and B;. 
Anytime G acts on a finite set S, it defines a permutation representation of G on a vector 
space VP with a basis {e,,:hES) by y-e, = ell.,,. We denote the permutation representations 
(over F, 1 by r,, V,, and Vkt and the corresponding modular characters by Xt. Xmr and 
Xh*. We let 
X vp = Xt -X_ and Xk,9p=Xb+ -Xr_. 
In the case that all signs are positive, then B = B, and B’ = B’, . Then, the permutation 
characters are denoted by XP and Xkp_ 
LEMMA 4.5. (i) XL,,,, = 2X,,, 
(ii) in the cuse (hut ull signs are positioe. xllp = 2x,,. 
Prooj Because (ii) is a special case of(i), it is enough to prove (i). For b,E B,, we suppose 
we have labelled the half-branches so that hi, E B’, and hi, E B’_ . Then, the natural FJinear 
map 
1’ Ir+ --, b’+ @ v, 
bji H bj 
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is a homomorphism of G-representations which is surjective with kernel bf spanned by 
{bj, + bj2:b,EB.}. Also, 
C’, 1: M via bjw bj, + bj,. 
Thus. by Theorem 4.2 and the additivity of modular characters 
zh+ = x+ + x,,, + x8,, (xu denotes the character for nf) 
= X+ + Xm + x+ = 2x+ + Xm. 
Similarly, X,,_ = 2x_ + Xm. 
Subtracting yields Xhvp = 2(x+ - x_) = 2&. 0 
Example (4.6). Suppose G acts on a finite set S; in addition to the permutation 
representation of G on the vector space JeP with a basis {e,:bES} by g’eb = eg.b, we also 
naturally come across signed permutation representations. 
Definition 4.7. By a signed permutation representation (associated to the permutation 
representation of G on S) we mean another representation of G on VP of the form 
g*e, = .so.b*ey.h for a function soeb:G x S+ {f I). 
COROLLARY 4.8. Two signed permutation representations (associated to the same permut- 
ation representation of G on S) have the same modular characters. 
Prooj: If V, and Y, arc signed permutations of G associated to the same permutation 
representation of G on S, then Y, z I’, as characteristic 2-representations, and their 
modular characters agree by Thcorcm 4.2. 0 
Finally we summarize several other basic properties of modular characters 
(4.9) Other important properties: 
(a) Modular characters of the irreducible modular representations arc linearly inde- 
pendent over C and form a basis for the additive group of virtual modular characters. 
(b) In the sprciul cuse when order(G) is odd (in characteristic 2): all G-representations 
over k are completely reducible; a complete set of irreducible G-representations over C, 
{V,,..., V,} induce { VI, . . . , v,} which are a complete set of irreducible G-representa- 
tions over k. By Theorem 4.2, if V 2 I+’ then v z @ as G-representations. Therefore, 
the representation theory of odd order G in characteristic 2 is identical to that in character- 
istic 0. 
(c) Let { V,, . . . , V,} denote a complete set of irreducible G-representations in charac- 
teristic 0. Then, r,, . . . , c have modular characters = ~~1 G” which can be written as linear 
combinations of the irreducible modular characters x,]G” = Cd,,q,. The matrix D = (d,) is 
called the decomposition matrix. Once it is determined, we know to what extent the 
knowledge of a modular reduction of a characteristic O-representation allows us to 
reconstruct the representation (see, for example, [IS] or [I I] for the decomposition 
matrices for the symmetric groups S,). 
(4.10) Lastly, we describe the form that the orthogonality relations take for modular 
characters. Define 
($* cP)G” = (J/IGI) c W.&g-‘X 
Q EC” 
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an inner product on class functions on G’. If {qt. . . . , cpq} are the irreducible modular 
characters. they are not in general orthogonal. Their inner product is determined by D. Let 
C = Dr. D; it is a non-singular symmetric matrix called the Cartan marri.r. If C-l = (c;,) 
then 
In the special case of odd order groups, D = Id so {cpt , . . . , ‘pq) are an orthonormal basis as 
in characteristic 0. 
55. G-SIGNATURE 
The proof of Proposition 1.1 is a fairly straightforward consequence of basic representa- 
tion theory and linear algebra. However, because we will later use several basic properties of 
the G-signature which occur in the proof, we collect together here the steps of the proof and 
the desired properties. 
First note, once existence in Proposition 1.1 is established then uniqueness follows easily 
for if C’ = r’” @ I*‘, @ k’; were another decomposition then k’b = V,, is unique because it is 
the kernel of cp( = {DE V:cp(c. w) = 0 for all WE V}). Also, if the composition 
1.; 4 b’+ C’/ V, @ 1.1 z C’, is not injective. then V’, n ( V. @ V,) # 0 which is imposs- 
ible since cpI V0 @ b-z is negative semi-definite while cpI I”, is positive definite. Therefore, it is 
injectivc. Similarly. b’, -+ V’, is injective. Thus, Y, and k”, have the same dimension and 
either injection is an isomorphism of G-spaces. Similarly for Y, and k’;. 
Existence follows from 2 lemmas. In both lemmus we suppose cp is u non-deyenerute 
symmetric G-inruriunf hilincur ji)rm on b-. 
IAMMA 5. I. LCI b’, c 1’ he an irrrducihle G-suhspuce then either 
(I) cp[ V, is non-.sinyulur and then, either positive definite or nryatioe dejnite; or 
(2) cpI V, = 0 und thrre exists u decomposition V = V, @ V, @ W of G-invuriant suh- 
spuces such thut W = ( V, @ V2)‘, V, z V, as G-represenfutions and rpl V, @ V, duully pairs 
v, und v,. 
LEMMA 5.2. V hus a decomposition as a G-represent&on V = V, @ V, with cpl C; s 0 and 
cp duullp puiriny 2’, und V, iff there exist G-s&spaces V’, , V2 with V’, z Vi such that 
V = V’, @ V;, cpl C”, is positive definite, and cpl Vi is neyutive dufnire. 
Existence for Proposition 1.1. By restricting to a complement to V,, we may assume that 
cp is nonsingular. Then, existence is proven by induction on dim, V. Pick an irreducible 
V, c V. Either cpl Z’, is positive definite (or negative definite) and we can apply the 
induction hypothesis to cpl Vi; or cpl V, = 0 and by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, 
v=v,~v,@w5V;@v;~w 
with cpl V’, positive definite and cpl Vi negative definite so we can apply induction 
to w. 0 
We have the following simple corollary for computing sig,( ) (or sigcc( )). 
COROI.LARY 5.3. 
(i) Suppose C’ = V, @ V, with the I$ orthoyonal with respect to cp then 
sig,( V) = sig,( V,) + sig,( Vz) 
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(ii) If C’, c C’ is u G-suhspucr and cp( V, E 0 thrn 
sig,( J-) = sig,( C-;/V,). 
whew cp inclucrs rhe bilineur puiriny on C’i/ 2’, . 
(iii) If I’, c Cv is a G-subspuw rhrn 
sig,( C’) = sig,( C’, ) + sig,( I’:). 
Similur stutemtpnts holdjiv sig,, 
Proo/: For(i). we add the corresponding representations in the decomposition of the I$ 
given by Proposition I.1 to obtain the corresponding decomposition for V. Because 
modular characters behave as regular characters for sums of representations, the result 
follows. 
Next, we observe that if V’ c kernel of cp. then sig,( J-/C*‘) = sig,( J’). Then, (ii) follows 
from (iii) for if cpl V, 3 0 then sig,( V,) = 0 and V, c kernel of (cp( Vt) so that sigc( 1-i) 
= sig,( Vi/ I’,). For (iii), by the above observation, if V, c V then with V, denoting the 
kernel of cp 
sig,,( C’,) = sig,,( V, + Vo) = sig(;(( V, + Vo)/Vo); 
and (I’, + I’(,)’ = 1,‘: = 1’: + Fc,. Thus, WC may replace V, and C’f by ( V, + I’,)/ IJ’” and 
( C’i + C,)/ 1’” and assume that the original cp is nonsingular. Then. V’ = I’, @ 1’: so 
that (i) npplics. L7 
Proof of Lrmmu 5.1. If C’,, is the kcrncl of cp) V,, then as J’, is G-invariant, by the 
irreducibility of C’,. oithcr I’, = C’,, so cp) V, EZ 0 or C’,, = (0) and cp is non-degenerate. In the 
latter case. let ( ,) bc a G-invariant inner product. Then cp( 11, WY) = (Au, w) for a self-adjoint 
A. By the G-invariance of cp and (,), A is G-invariant. Hccausc V, is an R-vector space, it 
need not bc complctcly rcduciblc; howcvcr, A self-adjoint implies it has a real eigcnvalue A 
and by the proof of Schur’s lemma A = i, - Id. so cp is positive or negative definite. [7 
Proof of Lcmmu 5.2. Pick a G-invariant inner product ( , ) on V such that V, and C; are 
orthogonal. Again cp(v, W) = (AC, w) for A self-adjoint and G-equivariant. Also, 
(AU, c’) = cp(r. v’) = 0 if u, U’E V, or u, U’E V,. 
Thus, A( V,) c I’, and A( V,) c C’,; and these are isomorphisms as A is. Let V’, = 
graph(A-‘1 V,) and Vi = graph(-A-‘( V,). Th en, with both u, U’E V, or both in V,. we 
see by expanding that 
(A(v + CA-‘(c)),u’ + CA-‘(~)) = ~c(LJ,u’). 
Thus, cpl C”, is positive definite and cpl Vz is negative definite. 
For the converse WC reverse the process; by the hypothesis and the proof of Lemma 5.1, 
there is a G-isomorphism $: V’, 2 C’; such that $*(cp) Vi) = - cpl V’,. Then, as is easily 
verified, V, = graph($) and V, = graph( -I/I) have the desired properties. cl 
06. PROOF OF TttEOREM 3 
In this section we prove Theorem 3. Then in $7 we will deduce Theorems I, 2.3,4, and 6 
by using the same lines of reasoning in [I]. [IS] and [4] for the non-equivariant versions. 
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.Also. Theorem 5 will follow by examining the proof of Theorem 3 as it applies to yield 
Theorem 2. 
G-action on the branchrs and normali:ation 
We shall denote the complexification of the real curve germ (.Y, 0) c (R”, 0) by ‘c’. Then, 
It% ) has a primary decomposition 
I(%) = /1, l-7 . . . n /r, (6.1) 
Because % is reduced. the /I, are actually prime. We note g*f(%) = I(‘&) for all g E G, and 
g* /pi is apain prime. Hence. if we apply g’ to (6. I) we obtain by the uniqueness of associated 
primes in a primary decomposition that g* induces a permutation up of { 1.. . . . r] so that 
$I*( /li) = /*,,tl. Hence. we obtain for each of g E G an isomorphism 
!f: rl c,.!~~ 4 n crnjji 
!/*(/I,. . h,) = (g*h,#_ ,(I,, . . . , g*lIoI 1 I,,, 
(6.2) 
Then. g* extends to an isomorphism of the total ring of quotients C,( l ). and hence to the 
integral closure of C., c C,,,( + ) via the inclusion 
Let us recall that if II:‘/, -+ %’ denotes the normalization map, then %‘ = UC, (i = I. . . . , r); 
and if I, dcnotcs a local coordinate for Ci, then C,*( + ) 2 [IfI ( (tif ) and the integral closure 
of C ,6 is C ,h z 1 IC (r, I. Thus. thcrc is an action of G on C’,i which corresponds gcomctrically 
to a lift of the action of C; to ‘(. so that rr is cquivariant. 
Likcwisc. the action of (; cxtcnds to the Kahler one forms fI, and Q,; and the 
mcromorphic one forms. f2,,( l ) = Q;( + ) c 1 ]C i (I,) ) dt,. f:or cxamplc. this last action is 
piven by 
g* 
( > 
I I 4 df, = I I M%, ,(,) dr,. (6.3) 
In our cast, A’ is a real curve with ‘6’ its complcxification. Let A, = A,/l( X) with A,,, the 
ring of real analytic germs on Wm. Thcrc is an action of conjugation denoted by ( )‘. on Cm 
which lixcs 1(X ) since I(%‘) has real generators. The 1, which are fixed by ( )’ correspond to 
real branches while if (/,,)’ = /;. then ( /ti, /tit correspond to a pair of purely imaginary 
branches. Thus, ( )“ extends to an action on [I C ,,,/bi and hence on its total quotient ring, its 
integral closure, and on the mcromorphic one forms. We denote all of these actions by ( )<. 
(6.4) For example, we may choose n so that n)C, is given by 
cp,(r,) = (cpi,(f,). . . . , cpi,(fi)) with cp,/(ri) = Cu~./)t{. 
Then, if h, is a real branch (uy./r)“ = uy.0 while if (hi. bi.) are a pair of purely imaginary 
branches g:‘./) = (,+‘I i ) . Then, if hi is a real branch, (h, * dr,)c = hf * dr, while if {hi. hi,} are a 
pair of purely imaginary branches then (hi*dr,. h,. *dri,)’ = (h:. *dfi. h:*df,.,). 
For any algebra or module A we let A, denote the elements invariant under ( r. Thus, 
A, = (CU ),I. 
Residue pairinK 
Given a pcrm of a CUTVC. ((6.0) c Cm, 0 there is a residue pairing 
Rcs:f& (a) x P’y(+) + a: (6.5) 
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which can be defined by 
(w. h)- Res(h-w) = l,%ri 
s 
h-w 
?s- 
with 2% = % n S, with S, a sphere about 0 of radius E sufficiently small. This is weakly 
nondegenerate in the sense that if 
Suppose that there is a finite group G acting on Cm and preserving ‘8. We may choose S, 
invariant under G. Then, the residue puiriny is G-incariant in the sense that 
Res(y+h. y*w) = Res(h*w) for all gE G. (6.7) 
In fact, 
Res(y*h. y’w) = l/X 
§ 
g*h * y+w = 1/2ni g+(h-4 
P-6’ 
= I/X h-w = l,2ni h-co 
since .y( i)%) = ?‘I% and (as y is complex linear) q prcscrves orientation on Cm. 
Given the normalization n, the rcsiduc pairing is natural in that 
RCS(Z) = c Rcs(n*z 1 Ci) 
and inducts a nonsingular pairing 
(6.11) Suppose z is a meromorphic I-form on 55’ which does not vanish on any branch of 
%‘. Such a form is called jinire by Montaldi and van Stratcn, and they use (6.4) to define a 
pairing 
I(/,:%(+) x %(*)-,C 
(w,, 0~~) H Res(h*w,) 
(6.9) 
where h is the mcromorphic function such that o1 = h -3. Observe that if Q is G-invariant 
then by (6.7) and (6.9). 9, is G-invariant. 
They also define “ramification mod&s” 
These arc orthogonal with respect to I,+, and the restriction of I(/, to each Rd is well-defined 
and non-degenerate. The restricted pairings are denoted by I//,‘. They restrict to real non- 
degenerate forms on (Ri), when z is finite and real. The R,? are finite dimensional over C, 
so we have signatures for the real pairings. In all that follows we slightly abuse notation by 
denoting the signatures by sig(ll/: ), etc when strictly speaking we should refer to the real 
restriction of 4,‘. etc. We also let 
R, = (uJ,~ + C, * z)/rr~.,, n c y - z = Ri @ R;, (6.10) 
If % is invariant under G and a is G-invariant, then K: and R, are G-representations. 
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hbn-equivariant case 
hlontaldi and van Straten prove their formula by showing 
sig(l(lJ 1 + sig(lL; 1 = sig($,‘.,) + sig(l(l&) (6.11) 
so that it is enough to prove the formula for n*z on @. 
(ii) On (6’. the R: split into orthogonal summands for each branch such that: for pairs of 
purely imaginary branches, the existence of conjugation implies the signature is 0 while on 
the real branches, there is a contribution of & 1 for each half branch depending on the 
inward or outward orientation of the half branch (in turn determined by the order of n+z 
restricted to the branch). 
Equivariant case 
For the equivariant case we shall modify the Montaldi-van Straten proof to take into 
account the group action. Again, there is an analogue of (6.1 I) for the G-signature. 
LEMMA 6.11. sk(ljl~ 1 + sk,(lL;) = sigG($n+.ol) + sigJ$&) and similarlyf~r sigoc. 
However. this time there need not bc cancellation of the representations on the complex 
branches and the representations on the real branches need not be permutation representa- 
tions. Instead, we must dctcrminc the G-signature in terms of various signed permutation 
reprcscntations. 
Let B dcnotc the set of branches of %‘. Then. R,., dccomposcs into an orthogonal direct 
sum (relative to the pairing l(l”.,), where R,.,, denotes the corresponding mod& R,., for the 
branch h, (i.e. for the corresponding 43,). 
(6.13) R,., = @ H,.,, summed over h,~ B. 
We dccomposc B = u B, whcrc tither B, is a G-orbit of real branches or it is a G-orbit of 
conjugate pairs of complex branches. WC likewise dcfinc RnazIl, by summing in (6.13) over 
hiE B, or over (hi, h,.) conjugate pairs in B,. 
To each h, WC’ can assign an ordsr o(h,); namely the order of n+a restricted to C,. 
If n*ZIQ)j = 1 [Ij*r/.dr, with U/ # 0, then o(bj)srC. 
// 
If y(h,) = hi, then because n is equivariant and a is G-invariant, o(b,) = o(b,) (as Q* 
defines isomorphisms C { tj} 2: C { rk) and C { {c,]} dt, z C { { r,}} dt, it follows that the 
action of y* preserves order). On the other hand, if { bi, bi.} is a conjugate pair, a being real 
implies that (2)’ = a or 
n*alCi. = 1 (uj)Vl’:dri.. 
jrc 
Thus, the order is well-defined on both G-orbits of branches and G-orbits of pairs of 
conjugate branches. We denote the common order for an orbit by o(B,). 
Let R,.,(odd) = @ R,.,, summed over i with o( hi) odd and analogously for R,., (even). 
Then. R,., = R,.,(odd) 0 R,., (even) is an orthogonal direct sum of G-invariant subspaces 
and each summand is invariant under ( )’ so that we obtain an induced decomposition of 
real G-representations. 
(k), = (R,~,@dd)), CD (Rn4even))o. (6.14) 
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LEMM(A 6.15. sig,($ 1 R,.,(even)) = 0. 
We shall first complete the line of proof and then return to prove the lemmas. 
From (6.14). the additivity of sig,( ) (Corollary 5.3). and the preceding lemma, it is 
sufficient to compute sigc($ ; R,.,(odd)). We may decompose 
B=B+vB_vB,vB, 
where B, , B- and B, consist of real branches with orientations on the half-branches which 
are (respectively) both outward pointing. both inward pointing, or with one outward and 
one inward pointing. Also, B, consists of pairs of conjugate complex branches. 
If 6, is a real branch then 
n*a 3 ( > E- =E 1 aj*c Llfi j2C 
The outward pointing vector field is given by E = 1 if ti > 0 or - I if ti < 0. 
(6.16) Hence, for Iti( small the orientation has a sign = sign(a,) if ti > 0 or 
(- I )’ + 1 *sign(a,) if li < 0. Therefore. if Y is even bie B,; while if G is odd, hiE B + v B_ 
determined by the sign(aO. Thus, 
R&odd) = $ R,.,, summed over hi6 B, v B_ v Bf 
with 8: denoting the conjugate pairs of odd order. Thus, 
R&odd) = R,.,, @ R,.,,. 
where R,.,, is the sum over the conjugate pairs of odd order. Next, we cvaluatc R,.,, and 
R,.,,. via the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.17. sigG(Rn.z,) = x’+ - x’_ , where f+ and x’_ are modular churacters$>r siynd 
permutation rrpresentutions on B + and B _ respectively, 
and 
LEMMA 6.18. sig,( R,.,,.) = x, - xl, where the xi are modular characters for signed 
permutution reprrsenfutions on &. 
Then, by Corollary 4.8 
%(ll/ I R,.,,)) = 0 and s&($ I R,,.,,)) = xpp. 
Thus, by (6.10)-(6.18) the result follows. 
It remains to prove the lemmas. 
0 
Proc$ o/ Lemma 6.12. Recall that UJ,~ = (O’,d*a)* and w,; = (P,;.n*a)*. Hence, on 
Y = (a~,,. + Cc~*n+z)/wc;n fy*z we have two orthogonal decompositions, which by (iii) 
of Corollary 5.3 allow us to conclude 
sig, ( V) = sig,(w,,./( w,; n PC6 * a)) + sig, (Pcd * a/(w,i n 0,‘ * a)) 
= G3,(1L,+) + $k($i) 
since w,; n fw-z c kernel of 4, restricted to each summand. We obtain a similar equality 
for $5, in place of $,‘. 
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Proqfof Lwmu 6.15. For a G-orbit B’ of branches or conjugate pairs let / = o(B’). If 
n*x / 43, has order Y then since (q, is generated by dr,: 
(6.19) If t < 0 then 
RX: is spanned by (ri*rPx: 0 sj < -/i while R,+, = 0. 
if / > 0 then 
Rx: is spanned by { tiej-n*x: 0 <j 5 /) while Rx; = 0. 
For example, suppose P = - 2m with m > 0. Let 
I’, = subspace of R ,pI spanned by [ r: * n*x: h, E B’. m I j s 2m - 1) 
Then, by the invariance of order under the action of G. I-, is a G-subspace of 
R,& = @ Rn:li summed over hi E B’. 
Also, dim I’, = (I/Z)-dim( R;,&); and if VI <j, 
$“**( fit * n*ct. t;: - n*z) = Rcs( (I +j2 - tpz) = 0 
since order( t{’ +jz - n*a) 2 2n1 - 2m = 0. Thus, $,,.,I V, = 0. Since I/I~.~) R,& is non- 
degenerate 
dim( 1-f) = dim( R&r) - dim C’, = dim C’, 
which implies J’: = V,; or by Corollary 5.3 (ii) 
Summing over all such G-orbits of cvcn order give the result. cl 
Proof offxmnw 6.17. Let S’ be a G-orbit of real branches of odd order; then B’ c E + or 
H I. To be concrete, we suppose R’ c B , and / = o(R) = - 2~ - I with m > 0. By (6.19) 
R,: =Oforh,EB’. 
We dclinc G-subspaces of R,,,,. , Let I’, bc the vector space spanned by (tj-n+a:h,~B 
and m 5 j 5 2m). and Vz spanned by (rj*n*r:h,~ S’ and VI + I 5 j 5; 2~). Then, k’, 3 V, 
and by the same argument used in the proof of the preceding Icmma, we deduce Vf 3 V,. 
Again 
dim V, + dim V, = dim(R&). 
Since I// 1 R,,,,,. is non-degenerate, C’i = b’, . Thus, by Corollary 5.3 
sig,( RmlzH.) = sig,,( c’, / C;). 
We now claim that the representation of G on k’,/ c’, is isomorphic to a signed 
permutation representation on B’. 
For the remainder of this section we will dcnotc the lowest order term of a germ h or 
form [I by in(h) or in(/l). 
WC make a real change of coordinates on the Ci with h,~ B’ so that 
in(n+xlCi) = ~~r,-‘~~* “sdt, and ci = + I. 
Just replace ti by {ri where i-‘” = la2m &, 1 whcrc u2,+ I is the coefficient of in (n*zlCi) and < 
is real. Thus, e.g.. n remains a real paramctcrization of real branches. 
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Note: By (6.16) ei = l=b,~B+ and E, = -lobi~B_. 
We know II*I is G-invariant and in(y’ti) = ctj with c real (the latter because n gives a 
real parameterization on real branches). Then, 
in(y*n*llCi) = e,c-Zm-r,:(2m+t)-dtj (here i = a,(j)) 
The properties of ei noted above and the G-invariance of n*x implies 
Ei=Ej=c-2m&i; or c2”‘= 1 andso c= +l. 
Thus, in(y*ry*n*x) = fin(t7.n’~). 
Since J’, / C’2 has a basis {tr * n*‘r: b, E B’) and G acts by 
y*(fy*n”Z) = -+(to,_,(i))m*n*3[ (in c’t/V2). 
We conclude V,/ V, is a signed permutation representation on B’. Since this is true for each 
B’ c B, u B_. we conclude that the direct sum over all orbits B’ c B, gives a signed 
permutation representation on B, and similarly for B_. 
Lastly, we examine the signature. 
$...(I: - n*z. t: * n*cx) = Res(tf” *n+b) = Res(q * dri/ti) = q 
Thus, on G’, / Y,, 1(1,., is positive definite on ty * Pa for bi E B’ c B + or negative definite for 
hip E’ c B_ . This completes the proof. cl 
Pror,Jo$LPmmtr 6.18. Let B’ c B, denote a G-orbit of conjugate pairs. We wish to repeat 
the argument for the preceding lemma. except that WC consider conjugate pairs of branches. 
Suppose that o(E) = / = 2m + I. 
CUSP I: m # - I (where to be concrete we consider m > 0 this time). 
Them is a “real” change of coordinates on each C, U C,, with {h,, h,.) E B’ of the form 
t,~{,-t,, t,.t-+C;*rl~so that in(n+zl C,) = r~mtl*dr,, and similarly fort,.. As in the proof of 
the preceding lemma, let 
R:,,,. = @ (R,‘.,, CD R,,i,,.) summed over {b,, b,.) EE’. 
Then, in the case m > 0, R,&, = 0; and we let Y, and V, be the G-invariant subspaces of 
R+ nw8’ spanned by (respectively) 
{(t,:‘, l,~k)~n*z,(if,~k, -iif,Zk)*n*a: I s k 5 m + 1, all {b,,b,.}EB’} 
and 
{(t,:“, t,:k)-a+z,(il;k, -ir,:‘)*n*a: 1 zz k 5 m, all {b,, b,.]EB’}. 
Then, as earlier, 
$..,IY2=0, V,3V2 and Vir>Y,. 
We again have 
dim V, + dim V, = dim(R,&,.). 
Since I/I is non-degenerate, we conclude Vi = Y,. Thus, by Corollary 5.3. 
sig,(R,&) = sig,( V, / V2 ). 
We next see that the representation on V,/V, is a sum of signed permutation representa- 
tions. For this we note C’, / Y, is spanned by 
{cl; 
h+ll * t,. -‘m+l)).n*a,(i~;‘m+“, -it,~(‘“+‘))-#a: all {b,,b,.}EB’). 
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We denote these generators by {w~,~,,. o;,.~.,J. Note w;~..~, = - o;.~,,. If in(y+t,) = at,, 
then in(g*t,) = rfr,.. Since g*n+z = n*x. aZmC2 = 1 so urn+’ = f I and so (am+l)’ = urn+‘. 
Thus, 
in(g*(r,~(m+“-n*~)) = ~m+‘~~~n+“.~*~ (6.20) 
g*w(j.j*j = E 'w(k.k') 
g+w;j.j.’ = Et’W,k.k.’ where E. E’ ‘= f 1. 
(6.21) 
A key point to note is that E’ need not equal E because some y E G may reverse the order of k 
and k’s0 g-l@,) = bj. and then g*w~.j., = &‘W;k,.)’ = -&‘W;k.k”. 
Hence, the subspaces W,, IV, of I’,/ I’, spanned by {w~.~.,}, respectively {w;.~,,} are G- 
invariant. By (6.21) they are signed permutation representations on B’. 
Lastly, we evaluate the pairing IL,... We claim wU.,., and wikmk., are orthogonal for all i 
and k, while 
For example, 
tin+*.(%.i’i~ WUJ’) > 0 and $,.,(w;./,,, w;,.,,,) < 0. 
Jl,,_(w; ,.,. ‘, w;,.,,,) = Res((it;tm’l’, -~c;~“+“)~o; ,.,. ‘) 
= Res(( - l)t;(2n’2’-a) + Rcs(( - l)f;(2mc2’*a). 
= Res( -dr,/r,) + Res( -df,./f,.) = -2. 
The other calculations are similar. Thus, 
sig,(R:,,.) = sig,( V,/ V2) = sig,,( W,) - sig,,( W,) 
= xi, - 1;. 
where xi. are modular characters of signed permutation rcprcsentations on s’. Since 
K,, @ R,,,, = (0) for all {h,, b,.} c B’, WC obtain 
sig,( Rn.,e. ) = xi, - xi.. (6.22) 
Cusr 2: m = -1. This time we cannot make a change of coordinates to have the 
leading coefficient (I-, of dt,/t, equal to I. On the other hand, the invariance of a now 
implies that all of these coefficients are equal (to say u) for b, belonging to a G-orbit. If this 
orbit contains both branches in a conjugate pair {h,, h,.} c B’ then u = uc so a is real. Then, 
we can repeat the argument for Case 1 using 
WU.I.’ = (dt,/r,, dt,‘/lj’) w;.,,, = (i*dt,/t,. -i-dt,./t,.) 
and e.g. 
~...(W~,.,.‘.~“.,“) = 2-a-l J/n.o(W;,.,“.W;,,‘)) = -2-a-‘. 
If not, then there is a decomposition of the branches in B’ into B, = {b,}. B, = {h,.}, 
each containing one branch from each conjugate pair and invariant under the G-action. 
Then the vector space isomorphism p: R,,,. + R,,:mB. defined by /?(w~,.,,,) = w;,.,., and 
B(4,J’) = -wuJ’ is G-equivariant and b2 = -id. It can be checked that B is self-adjoint 
for Ijl,,. In this case the argument in [18] does show that 
sigc(R,,,. ) = 0 ( = xee - x8,). 
Finally, summing over all G-orbits B’ c BF yields 
sigc(R,,,J = x1 - x2 
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with x, a sum of modular characters of signed permutation representations on the G-orbits 
B’ c BP, and hence a modular character for a signed permutation representation on S,“. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.18 and hence Theorem 3. 0 
$7. DEDLCISC THEOREXIS l-6 ASD THEIR COSSEQL’ESCES 
We can now deduce Theorems l-6. For these theorems we use the notation in $1 for 
each theorem. 
Proof of Theorem I. In [lS], it is shown that for z = dh. R; = 0 and 
Rz = C, ,‘Jac(h’)- [co) where w generates ex6. 
zC,/(s,.... , fm-,. Jac(h’))*;w) 1 Q(F).{w~. 
Since h is G-invariant so is I = dh. Also, the ideal (f,, . . . fm _ , ) is G-invariant since the 
germ f is G-equivariant. Next, h’ is G-equivariant so (taking Jacobians in the equation 
g ‘7 h’ 0 g - ’ = h’ for all YE G) Jac(h’) is G-invariant. Thus. F is G equivariant so there is a G- 
representation on Q(F) with Jac( F) G-invariant. 
Also, in [IS], it is shown that under the natural identification Q(F) 2 Q(F)* (~1, the 
pairing $ I (R,’ )” corresponds to the multiplication pairing on Q( I;)” using cp: Q(F),, -+ Iw 
with cp(Jac( K)) > 0 (recall ( I,, dcnotcs the real part invariant under ( )‘). 
Since Jac( F) and Jac( P)*co = d(Jac(h’)) are G-invariant (and d(Jac(h’)) # 0 on any 
branch of ‘6’). so is (II. Thus, 
The result follows. 
sip,,( K,’ ) = sip,,(Q( F)). 
Cl 
Remurk. The proof shows that the only conditions required of the representations on 
[w” -I and [w” is that their one-dimensional determinant representations agree. 
Proof of Thrown 2. In [4], thcrc was given an I such that n*z = (dr, /r,, . . . , dr,/t,). 
Because G preserves weights and g+f, = c, * ri it follows that n+z and !x itself are G-invariant. 
The computations there yield that K,- is I-dimensional spanned by x which gives a trivial 
representation with character = 1. Also, R: ‘v ,j( ‘6). ( 0)’ w ere again w generates wy. and i h 
/(%) is the Jacobian algebra of Z’. Via the prcccding isomorphism, the pairing $)(R,+), 
corresponds to the multiplication pairing on ,y(‘6 )0 = ,I( X). 
It remains to show that the multiplication pairing cp on j(X) is G-invariant. For this we 
use that (11 has been chosen to be real. Thus. for GE G, D*(!J is also a real generator for Q,,,. 
Thus, ,!. = R(c!J) is a real G-rcprcscntation so U*(I) = E,OJ, where c, = f 1, for ah LEG. 
If w = g- z. then applying cr yields I:, '(IJ = a*y * z (or a+y = ~;g). Thus, 
‘p(a*h,. a*h,) = res(fl*h, -a*h2 *y*tr~) = res(a+hr *a*h2 *c;g-c;w) 
= rcs(a*h, -a+h, *a*g*a+w) = res(h, ah, *q-w) 
(by the G-invariance of res) 
= cp(h,. 11,) 
Hence, cp is G-invariant and the modular character of f. = I so 
sig,,(R,’ ) = si&;( f(X)): 
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xp = 1 + skA%(X)). cl 
Proof (!f Theorem 4. Because isolated complete intersection singularities are Gorenstein, 
we can apply Theorem 2 in the weighted homogeneous case. However, by the topological 
determinacy theorem, Theorem 2 of [S] or Theorem I of [6]. f is topologically _KG- 
equivalent to its initial part fo. Then. the result follows by applying Theorem 2 to fo. 0 
Proc,/qf Theorem 5. Here we explicitly use the proof of Theorem 3 to see how we can 
avoid the use of modular characters. If the multiplication pairing on y(X), is positive 
definite, then sig(j(X),) = dimff(X)s and by Theorem I of [4], all branches of the 
complexification % are real. Thus, in the proof of Theorem 3, using the I of Theorem 2, 
I3 = B, . Also, as mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2. n*x = (dt, /t,. . . . , dr, ‘t,) and 
y+dti/ti = dtj:tj in R,,. On each G-orbit the order = -1; thus, (dtl,lt,, . . . , dr,/t,} 
generate R,,. Hence, the action on R,, is exactly the permutation representation. Thus, 
R,, z Vrc. Since y(X) c RJ = j’(X)*(w) via hHh*w, we see that Rz zR(X)@L 
(L = o~~~~./~N~,(I~~~) as G-representations. Since Lemma 6.12 also applies to sigoc we obtain 
0 + sigccr R,,:, = 1 + s&,jR,C 1 = 1 + x.,*x1. 
where x,,, is the character for L and all of these characters are over 43. Hence 
xfl: = I + X‘O’X/ 
or in terms of the representations 
vpc -Q=@ L@,.f(‘l’),. u 
Proof oj Theorem 6. Unlike the previous theorems. this result does not depend on 
Theorem 3 for its proof but instead on the proof of(i) of Theorem I in [4]. 
In the complex case, we still have a such that n+a = (df,/t,, . . . , df,/t,). Since G 
preserves weights, we let Rd [0] denote the weight zero parts of RJ; these are G- 
representations. This is also true for R.f.[O]. Then, there is the G-equivariant analogue of 
the Lemma 7 in [4]. Let xof(a) = regular characters for the representations R,f [O] and 
similarly for n+z. Also, let x,,(a) = x0+ (II) - x;(a). Finally let xa denote the character for the 
representation ((C:,~/@lrg.).n+~)[O]. 
LEMMA 7.1. X&Q) = x0(2) - 2 *x4. 
Prooj: In the representation ring Rc(G), we have the formal equality. 
A - D = (B - C) + (A - B) + (C - D) (7.2) 
where A = (w,~./M)[O]. E = (uJ;./M)[O], C = (O,i *n*a/M)[O] and D = (c),d.a/M)[O] 
where bf = w,; n C’,,,.a (the equality (7.2) for vector spaces was used in [IS] except for the 
entire modules, not just the weight 0 part). 
Also, A - B = (u~,~./w,~)[O] and C - D = ((~,~/t?7,)..*a)[O]; however, $ dually pairs 
(wy-/w,i)[O] and ((C’,G/(T,r.)*n*a)[O]. Moreover, for our given 3~. ((P,;/Cr,‘.)-n*r)[O] is the 
quotient ((dt,/r,, . . , , dt,/t,)/((dt,/r,, . . . , dr,/r,)). This is a real representation 
z C’,,_/a3. Thus, as G-representations, (o,‘/w;)[O] z ((C’;/C”,)-n*z)[O]. Hence, taking 
virtual characters yields the result. 0 
Now to complete the proof, it is sufficient to compute ~,,(n*x) and x0(z). and use 
Xd=&,C--l. 
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x0(z): in 143, the modules R,’ [0] were computed to be 
Rg[O] =/(%‘)*(wj and R;[O] = (z), 
de4 = xluu’x/* x;(z) = 1 and x0(r) = x,*x/ - 1. 
x&*z): Also, in 143. R&CO] were computed to be 
R,,[O] = (t’~*n*z)[O] and R,,,,[OJ = 0 
with (~,~*n*z)[O] spanned by {dt,/t,, . . . ,dt,/t,}. Thus, 
x0+ @Pa) = 0, x;(n*z) = xpc and so ~,,(n*z) = -xpc. 
Thus 7.1 yields 
-xpc = (X,‘X/ - 1) - 2(X& - 1) 
which gives the result for characters and hence for the representations. 0 
For the proof of Corollary 1, we observe that for G of odd order sig,, = sig,. Also, 
there is a decomposition /(fO),c = Y, @ V, with multiplication pairing positive definite on 
V, and negative definite on t;. Since sig,, = sig,. if xi is the regular character for Vi, 
xpc = 1 + x1 - x2. (7.3) 
The right hand side of (7.3) must be the character of a representation, and representations 
over C are determined by their characters; hence, V, can be decomposed V, = W@ V’, 
with V’, ‘v C’, as G-representations. By Lemma 5.2, I’, @ V, 2: U, @ U, such that the U, 
are dually paired and the pairing vanishes on each U,. Cl 
Corollary 2 is a restatement of Theorem 2 of [43 but is also seen to be a consequence of 
number of real branches = dim VP = x,,(l) = I + sig,(,f(j;,),)(l) 
= 1 + sigLf(.hM. 
Then, (2) follows from the standard fact that the number of G-orbits in a permutation 
rcprcscntation of a set equals the dimension of the trivial representation in the correspond- 
ing vector space representation. By the proof of Corollary 1 this equals one plus the 
dimension of the trivial representation in V, minus the dimension of the trivial representa- 
tion in V,. This equals 
I + dim(/(/,)f A V,) - dim(f(l;,)j’n V2) = I + sig(/(f,)f). cl 
($3. PROOF OF THEOREM 7 AND ITS COROLLARIES 
We use the notation of $2. We let r = fi SW where u generates oy with %’ defined by 
/‘: (w”, 0 + RR- ‘, 0 (here Iw” - ’ = IV). Then, 1; is G,-invariant and we may choose a 
representative for w given by dx,/det(d,./’ ) where we have chosen the orientation for 
(x,, x’) to agree with that for KY. Then, dx, is G,-invariant. As /’ is G,-equivariant, 
det(d,./‘) is G,-invariant (by same argument used in the proof of Theorem 1). Hence, 
dx,/det(d,,/‘) is G,-invariant. Thus, a is G,-invariant and does not vanish on any of the 
branches by the assumption that no branches lie in W. 
We apply Theorem 3. Since ZEUQ, R, = 0. Also, 
RZ = o,/w,nC,*a = o,/O,*cr 1: (C’,/(/,))*{w} = Q(/)-(o) 
To compute the pairing, we note h so = (II//,)-/, *o = (h//,)-a so 
(h SW, ~‘.w)H Res((h/f,)*h’ *w) = Res(h * K-w/f,). 
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Thus, via the identification Q(j) 1 Q(/) SW. it is a composition of the multiplication pairing 
on Q(/) with res’ 
Q(f) x Q(f,-Qc/,'c‘C 
(h, h’) H (hh’) H res’(hh’) 
where res’( h) = Res(h * o,‘f, ). Since o is G,-invariant, Q( /) ‘c Q(f) * w is an isomorphism of 
G,-representations; and the G,-invariance of the pairing I/I, insures that the multiplication 
pairing defined using the G,-invariant functional res’ is G,-invariant. Hence. the G,-modular 
character XVP may be computed by Theorem 3 to be 
w$kAQLf)) = skG,(Q(f)) = sk+CR,') + 0 = x,.,,. 
We must finally check that res’(Jac(j)) > 0. 
res’(Jac(/)) = Res(Jac( f )) * o/j; ). 
If d;,j’ denotes the derivative of/’ with respect to (x, , . . . , 3,. . . . , x,) then on any branch 
b on which det(d;,f’) # 0, det(d;,/‘)-o = (- I)‘-’ -dx,. Thus, 
Jac(/)*w = i (( - I)‘-’ g dct(d;,j’)*o) 
I-1 I 
=i~,(-,)i-‘~~(-,,i-I.dr,=d/, 
i 
Hence. 
rcs’(Jac(/)) = Rcs(d/,//,) > 0; 
and, sig,(Q(/)) is computed via the multiplication pairing on Q(/). 0 
Pro& o/the corollaries. Let y. Y’E I!_. be sufficiently small so they are both strongly 
regular values and on opposite sides of 0. Then the virtual permutation representation on 
f-t {y, y’) is the same as the virtual permutation representation on the set of half-branches. 
Thus, the G,-character is given by x~,,~. However, by Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 7, 
Xhvp = 2.X”P = 2 -s&JQLf)). 
In the case that G, has odd order, sig,?(Q(j)) = sig(;,,(Q(/)). As in the proof of 
Corollaries I and 2 in $7, we conclude that 
and 
XPpc = 2(x + c - x - c) 
the virtual number of G,-orbits = 2 sig(Q(/)CiY). 
In the case that/is weighted homogeneous, 
deg,(/) = skJQ(/)) = sMQ(/)),~) 
where 
s’ = the middle weight for/= I/Z(xd, - xaj). 
and for (ii) 
sk(Qtf)Gy) = sktQ(/)?). cl 
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